
Manitou Mining Equipment

Industrial and rough terrain forklifts are complimented by warehousing equipment to cover all aspects of site from stores to lay down and production areas. Manitou forklifts are produced in a wide range of capacities, mast types and lifting height suiting most applications. Manitou Telescopic Handlers range from 2.0 to 35 ton capacities. The flexibility of telehandlers ensure they perfectly suit the Mining Industy with a selection of support attachments such as forks, jibs, tyre & pipe clamps and cylinder handlers. Manitou also produce very high capacity EWP baskets for some telehandler models.Manitou Rotating telehandlers offer up to 30 metre lifting heights, 5.0 ton capacity and attachment capability. Manitou MRT bridges the gap between cranes and telehandlers.Manitou's extensive range of attachments ensure these machines are multi purpose to maximise return on investment. Download the Attachment Guide at www.liftrite.com.au
ATJ RangeManitou Aerial Work Platforms The Manitou ATJ range consists of 4 articulated machines with working heights from 16 to 20 metres. These machines offer exceptional rough terrain capabilty even handling Western Australian sand which will stop most equipment.ATJ capacities are 230 Kg or 2 person however the ATJ160+ offers a unique 400 Kg,  3 person capability with a full outdoor rating and 16.2 metre working height.The ATJ units provide 4 Wheel Drive, 3 Steering modes and galvanised baskets  as standard equipment. They are simple to maintain and include onboard diagnostic systems ensuring correct information is provided to Technicians. Their robust construction ensures a long service life in adverse conditions.Talk to the LiftRite Team about Mine spec solutions and options available such as 240 volt power supply to basket.
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Mining Special
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Manitou provide a wide range of mining machinery suitable for support, surface and underground applications.  With over 60 years of rough terrain experience, equipment doesn't come much tougher than a Manitou machine. 

Talk to the LiftRite team about the full range of Manitou 
Mining Equipment today on 08 9246 6200

Manitou CH10 Cylinder Handler



Kobelco have built a solid reputation as an excavator manufacturer producing quality and cost effective machinery offering mini up to 50 ton machines. 
With over 80 years of history of manufacturing in Japan, Kobelco continues to push the envolope improving fuel efficiency, quiet operation and vibration reduction to class leading levels.
Kobelco Heavy Excavators

* Class Leading low fuel consumption* 2 Year 3000 hrs + 4 year 6000 hrs EPT Factory Warranty* Low noise with iNDR noise and dust reduction* Geoscan* Spacious & quiet ROPS cabin*Powerful & Smooth travel swing* High Performance & Durability*Strong productivity
LiftRite Hire & Sales are the Authorised Kobelco Dealer for Western Australia. With over 30 years 

experience supplying the Earthmoving Industry we have the expertise to support your business. Talk to 
our Team today!
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New Gehl Models

Gehl Backhoe BL818 & BL818S

This week Gehl announced the introduction of the BL818 and BL818S Backhoe loaders to the Australian market. Manufactured tough like other Gehl products,  purchasers will look forward to a long and productive machine life.The Gehl Backhoe is built using quality and well known Perkins, Cassapa and Carraro components.Available in 4x2 or 4x4, Canopy or Airconditioned Cabin, with or without Side Shift
Gehl RT165 Track LoaderRT165 is coming soon to Australia with shipments due in December. The new model joins the RT175, RT210 Generation 3 models that have been available for some time.The 165 has reduced dimensions but loses little in terms of performance and capability. Operating Weight is 3638 Kg and this unit is available with the full range of standard and optional equipment.

Talk to our EarthmovingTeam and book a Demo Today!


